Biocore Fast Plant Research 2020
Post a photo of yourself with your experiment and share a comment about the experience.
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Germination of Brassica rapa
look at the little emerging radicals
they are sooo cute

Germination project with sodium nitrite using Glycine max (soybean) seeds
Look at those curly radicles.

Couldn't let the babies die after the germination experiment!
― ANONYMOUS

Will be selling mature soybean plants in a few months!
― ANONYMOUS
The plant growth box turned into a bit of a plant hospital for Isaac's roommates (Isaac is in the Thursday Biocore 486 lab). They are trying to perk up the succulent from its Wisconsin winter blues:

let my plants grow in white light instead of our experimental green light for an extra week and they perked right up!
"I'm bringing in my plants and closing the bedroom door! The experiment group is listening to the sounds in the living room, and I don't want the control to hear it."

"We're getting some pretty yellow flowers growing! Bucky is also watching 😍"
These things got impressively tall by day 19!

Gardening is not my specialty...but the experiment worked!
Who would've guessed starving plants of light would make them grow way less and even kill some?

It was very interesting to watch the growth trends between our experimental and control conditions! Loved showing off my plants :)

last day with the plants!  — ANONYMOUS
The lads and I

Our experiment worked well, so my plants hardly grew at all

hahahah

look at those flowers!  — BIOCORE

looking good  — BIOCORE

Lol hope my electricity bill isn't too high👍(worth it though)
turns out salt water makes these guys more purple and short  
our experiment didn't work <3
**Unusual company**

Fun to do experiments at home-- but need to keep away from this fellow who loves to graze. Could this be another Ev?

This was so much fun! I didn't think I would ever be placing a plant in the fridge everyday. But here we are!
The plant capsule

It glowed like a space ship at night

The idea of growing plants at home was a great one! I love my little plant buddies!
It was crazy how fast these Wisconsin Fast Plants grew just right next to my desk!

They grow up so fast. I'm glad we got to do this experiment at home :)
— ANONYMOUS

These little plants were such a fun addition to my dorm room!! I loved watching them grow! :)
Not the whole set up but assigning API and measuring heights for all of the group mates took forever.

Although our whole experimental tray of plants died to the vinegar, we managed to still obtain data.
My roommates and I enjoyed watching these little plants grow every day! So glad that they are thriving!

I'm sure my roommates will be happy once this box leaves our kitchen.
I'm gonna miss rotating my plants around in their box every day lol

Mission completed!!! Perfect!!!
My closet now smells like mold from the sucrose solution :/

These plants grew so fast! I'm a proud father.
what a unique experience to do biology at home!!! so fun watching my little plants grow right in my own apartment :)
Wow, early 70's Paul McCartney/John Lennon mashup look-alike sighted at Noland Hall...... – ANONYMOUS

Nice Mr Mustard? – SETH MCGEE

Here Comes the Sun (in a box)? – SETH MCGEE

Brassica Fields Forever – SETH MCGEE

Sent Across the Universe of Brassica! – BIOCORE
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